
              INSTRUCTIONS FOR BASIC MINI-CONTROLLER
CONTROL BOX
 PLAY (>) button:
   Plays next effect.  If held down, turns power off and saves effect for next power up.
 VARIATION (+) button:
   Modifies the current effect (speed, color, etc depending on effect).

REMOTE CONTROL
  A:   Play >
  B:   Variation +
  C:   Recall favorite effect.  Press and hold to save favorite effect.
  D:   On/Off
  
 

LIST OF EFFECTS (11/12/11)
  NAME              DESCRIPTION                            VAR BUTTON (+)
Test Pattern        test mode
User Defined        user-defined effects                   next effect
Demo Mode           changes effects randomly
Color Wheel         all lights cycle through color wheel   4 speeds
Rainbow             rainbow of color                       8 speeds
Wide Rainbow        wide rainbow of color                  8 speeds
Christmas Lights    colors fade in and out                 4 speeds
Color Change        all lights change to new colors        4 speeds
Two Color Change    alternate lights change to new colors  4 speeds
Color Glow          glowing colors                         7 colors
Comets              white or colored comets                2 colors, 2 directions
Trailer             flashing stars with trail              2 modes
Chaser              colored chaser lights                  4 speeds
Color Waves         colored wave with sparkle              256 colors
Ping Pong           back and forth colors                  4 speeds
Expander            colors expanding from center           2 modes
Exploder            lights exploding from center           8 speeds
Holiday Colors      color patterns for holidays            8 themes
White and Color     white alternating with a color         256 colors
Dimmable White      all white and dimmable                 16 brightness levels
Color Picker        all lights same color (saturated)      256 colors
Pastel Picker       all lights same color (pastel)         256 colors
Twinkle             twinkling, flashing lights             8 colors, 1 mixed
Strobe              strobe light                           8 speeds
RGB Flash           Red Green Blue flasher                 2 modes

SETTING NUMBER OF LIGHTS
  To set the number of lights attached to the MC do the following:
  1.  unplug power jack from MC.
  2.  hold PLAY button down (on MC, not remote) and plug power back in.
  3.  release PLAY button, then use both buttons to adjust number of lights.
      flashing light indicates last light.  when you have last light flashing,
      wait 5 seconds for it to save setting, then power cycle to resume normal operation.


